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For radial bearings, not subjected to shock, speed up to 3000 r.p.m. need not affect the allowable load. For thrust ball-bearings,
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for best material and workmanship and circular arc races.    For cast iron or soft steel divide by 100.
148. Size   of  Bearing.—To determine the   size of the ball
influencing the load so long as such speed is fairly uniform and so long as the load is fairly uniform. When neither speed nor load are uniform the percussive effect of rapid changes must be taken in consideration; unfortunately, so far at least, the factors are entirely empirical and allowances are made by a comparison with analogous cases of previous practice.
The case is different with thrust bearings. In these, speed is a very decided factor in the carrying capacity even though speed and load be uniform. Here again no rational formula has yet been developed to adequately represent the different elements, but carrying capacities for different speeds of standard bearings have been experimentally determined, since it was quite feasible to get different uniform speeds and determine under what load the carrying capacity was reached. We found, for instance, that for a thrust bearing employing 18 — J" balls, the permissible load at 10 rpm was 2400 pounds; at 300 rpm — 650 pounds; at 1000 — 450 pounds; and at 1500 only 330 pounds. We also found that, generally speaking, it was inadvisable to use this type of bearing for speeds materially above 1500 rpni."
An analysis of certain standard thrust bearings in connection with the makers' catalog allowances for loads, gives at various speeds: —
load per ball, pounds.
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C. R. Pratt, Trans. A.S.M.E., Vol. 27 gives as   limiting load per \" ball, 100 pounds at 700 rpm with a 6" diameter circle of rotation.

